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Graph Generation in a Web Portal
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Abstract: Knowledge Graphs (KGs) are the semantic backbone for a wide variety of applications in
different domains. In recent years, different web portals providing relevant functionalities for managing
KGs have been proposed. An important functionality of such portals is provenance data management of
the KG generation process. Capturing, storing, and accessing provenance data efficiently are complex
problems. Solutions to these problems vary widely depending on many factors like the computational
environment, computational methods, desired provenance granularity. In this paper, we present one
possible solution: a new framework to capture coarse-grained workflow provenance of KGs during
creation in a web portal. We capture the necessary information of the KG generation process and store
and retrieve the provenance data using standard functionalities of relational databases. Our captured
workflow can be rerun over the same or different input source data. With this, the framework can
support four different applications of provenance data: (i) reproduce the KG, (ii) create a new KG
with an existing workflow, (iii) undo the executed tools and adapt the provenance data accordingly,
and (iv) retrieve the provenance data of a KG.

Keywords: Semantic Web; Knowledge Graph; Knowledge Graph Platform; Provenance Tracking;
Reproducibility

1 Introduction

KnowledgeGraphs (KGs) are graph-structured knowledge bases that store factual information
about a particular domain in the form of relationships between entities. They are the semantic
backbone for awide variety of applications. This brings the need to support their management.
In consequence, different KG management platforms have been suggested for both scientific
and commercial applications [Sy22, SDA20, Ha19, Be20]. Such platforms mostly cover
the whole lifecycle of KG application and include relevant services or functionalities for
creating, using, and further management of KGs. The KG generation process (see Figure 1,
top) can be modeled as an ordered execution of tools to transform source data into a data
graph. Ideally, during this creation process, detailed provenance information should be
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captured and subsequently managed. With this, on the one hand, it is possible to track
where information in the KG stems from. This increases trust in the information provided
and supports open science principles [SKR22]. On the other hand, provenance information
enables rerunning the creation process to check for reproducibility and/or to create an
updated version of a KG. Both are important factors in increasing KGs usage. Capturing,
storing, and accessing provenance data are complex problems. Solutions to them vary widely
depending on many factors like the computational environment, computational methods,
desired provenance granularity, and much more. The decision on a provenance solution
depends on interests, needs, and expectations of the developers or potential users, and heavily
on the domain of applications [PRSA18]. One solution is to integrate a computational task
into an environment capable of capturing provenance of the results of these tasks.

In a KG-generation web portal with user interaction, it is necessary to consider dependencies,
restrictions, security, and fault tolerance issues of different tools during KG generation
process. Third-party tools need to be securely connected, safely executed, and carefully
monitored. It is also important to embed these tools in a way that they do not affect each other
(e.g., writing files or memory usage). Moreover, requirements on the provenance solution
for the web portal might change during development, thus a highly flexible architecture is
required. Existing provenance systems (cf. the reviewed systems in [PRSA18]) tend to have
constraints on programming languages and on domains. Integrating third-party tools into
a computational notebook can be a difficult task depending on the complexity of the tool.
Additionally, connecting such a provenance system or computational notebook to the web
portal’s functionalities adds an extra layer of complexity if possible at all.

In this paper, we present our solution to providing users with all necessary information
(so-called provenance data) about the KG generation process in a web portal. We present
the provenance data of KG generation process as a workflow. It holds information about
all executed tools and necessary inputs and outputs during KG generation. We propose a
framework that can capture the coarse-grained workflow provenance of generated KGs in a
web portal. This framework is customized in our studied platform, but it can be adopted
for any other platform. We capture the necessary information about the user, source data,
intermediate results, and executed tools during the KG generation process. We ensure that
the data about the computational tasks needed to create the KG are stored in a reusable
workflow associated to the KG. We retrieve the captured provenance data accordingly to
provide user convenience and better insight into the KG generation process. Our captured
workflow can be rerun over the same or different source data. We show different applications
of the provenance data. Moreover, we show how the workflow in our framework can be
mapped to the W3C PROV ontology [Le13].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents preliminaries along with
literature review. Section 3 shows our proposed framework, followed by implementation
detail in Section 4. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
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Fig. 1: Overview of our management framework for managing the provenance of the Knowledge
Graph generation in a web portal.

2 Literature Review & Preliminaries

The provenance of an object is the history of its origin and derivation [MMW13]. Provenance
tracking records the provenance of an object. In the literature, there have been different
surveys (cf. [PRSA18, HDBL17]) on provenance characteristics and provenance models.
The importance of provenance on large-scale KGs and the Web of Data has been highlighted
in [Ho20]. As a solution to manage the provenance, computational Notebooks (cf. Jupyter
Notebook [Kl16]) have gained widespread adoption in recent years, cf. ProvBook [SKR18].
However, implementing large, complex projects in a notebook, especially when multiple
programming languages are used, is not straightforward. Another issue is the automation
of a notebook. We faced different problems to connect a piece of software implemented
in Jupyter Notebook to the backend of our studied platform, and executing cells when
we receive specific user requests. On the other hand, web-based interactive development
environments such as JupyterLab that can be hosted and accessed by multiple people would
introduce security issues. Existing tools such as Open Refine (https://openrefine.org/)
among others, can also track applied operations on the data and thus can be used as a
provenance solution. However, we did not use such tools as a provenance solution, as they
are not a fully-fledged development environment and it is not always possible to extend those
tools with arbitrary code and still make use of its provenance features. To the best of our
knowledge, a few KG platforms [Sy22, SDA20, Ha19, Be20] apply a provenance solution
in some capacity. Of those, Blue Brain Nexus [Sy22] is the only one explicitly mentioning
the importance of provenance data and their usage of the W3C PROV ontology [Le13].
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The other platforms did not explain their approach on provenance management in their
publications.

Preliminaries. To generate a KG, different phases need to be carried out (see Figure 1, top),
where in each phase a (different) tool will be executed. Definition 1 shows our definition of
the KG generation process.

Definition 1 KG generation is an ordered execution of tools in different phases, where
source data 𝑑𝑠 is the input and a Knowledge Graph (KG) is the output. Formally, this yields
𝐾𝐺 ← 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑑𝑠).

The tools are executed to perform different computational tasks e.g., cleaning datasets,
linking the entities to external resources, and generating specific output. In this paper, we
define a tool as:

Definition 2 A tool (TO) is an executable piece of software that performs some
computational task. The input of a tool is a file along with a configuration. The output of a
tool is a new processed file.

A configuration is a set of input parameters for executing the tool. Every configuration is a
set of key-value pairs, containing the name of a parameter and its value. For simplicity, we
assume that tools are run sequentially to generate a KG. This execution order needs to be
preserved. We assume the input of a tool execution is the output of the prior tool execution.
Every tool execution has a file as an input and a new file as an output. We define any such
file as a data object.

3 Our Proposed Provenance Management Framework

Figure 1 shows our provenance management framework in the KG generation of a web
portal. The users go through different phases to generate the KG based on their source data.
The resulting KG is added to the knowledge base. Thus, with each generation of a new
(sub-)KG, the overall KG (in the remainder of the paper referred to as main KG) is extended.
The provenance data of each phase is captured ( 1 ), stored ( 2 ), and associated with the
generated KG ( 3 ). The provenance data can be used for various applications ( 4 ).

3.1 Capturing provenance data

The provenance capture mechanisms collect information related to the KG generation
process. In the web portal, each KG generation starts by uploading source data 𝑑𝑠 by a user.
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After that, the user selects a tool with a specific configuration and then the tool gets executed.
This happens sequentially multiple times until the KG is generated. In our framework, we
capture (see 1 in Figure 1) the provenance of each data object, that got processed by a tool
execution during the KG generation process. All executed tools, configurations, and input
and output of each phase of the KG generation are saved separately. For each, we save a set
of information such as the version of the tool or the storage location of a file. We capture
all provenance data of an executed tool at every phase. We call the information about all
executed tools in the sequential phases of the KG generation a workflow (see Definition 3).
Note that, the provenance data of a data object includes all stored data of prior phases until
that phase. In this view, the provenance data of the generated KG is the complete workflow
𝑊 .

Definition 3 A workflow𝑊 is an ordered collection of provenance data of executed tools
in all phases of the KG generation process.

3.2 Provenance storage and association

During KG generation, we store (see 2 in Figure 1) the provenance of each produced
data object. Note that, each generated KG is a sub-KG of the main KG in the web portal.
We consider two approaches for provenance storage and associating provenance data to a
generated sub-KG (see 3 in Figure 1).

Approach 1: Provenance data is saved in the knowledge base. This would require the
provenance data to be represented as triples. These triples could be grouped by another graph
name. The provenance data can then be coupled by a triple featuring both the provenance
data of graph name and the KG.

Approach 2: The generated KGs are stored in a knowledge base, while their provenance
data are stored in a relational database. To handle the provenance storage in the web portal,
we store provenance data of KG generation process (i.e., workflow) as a JSON-string inside
the provenance record. Listing 1 shows a layout of a workflow𝑊 holding for 𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑖 . For
every new phase, a new key 𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑖+1 gets created together with a new dictionary and new
values.

A Provenance Management Framework for Knowledge Graph Generation in a Web Portal
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{"Phase_i":

{

"input": "referenceTo(data object)",

"tool": "referenceTo(TO)",

"configuration":

{

"argname1": "value1",

"argname2": "value2",

...

},

"output": "referenceTo(data object)"

}

}

List. 1: Example of a workflow holding one phase in JSON-string.

For each request of KG generation in the web portal, we create a new entry in the relational
database (provenance information of KG generation’s phases). Table 1 shows a simplified
version of this database (the database, including provenance data of tools, datasets, and
users, are not shown here). Each KG generation process has a primary key and belongs to a
specific project. All provenance data of a KG generation’s phases (i.e., the workflow) is
saved as a provenance record. We support here both graph- and triple-levels.

At the graph-level, we store the reference (URI of the sub-KG in the knowledge base)
to this sub-KG in our relational database (Column 3 of Table 1). In this case, for each
saved sub-KG in the knowledge base, we save the reference (id) of that sub-KG next to
its provenance data. In the triple-level, subjects, predicates, and objects of all triples are
annotated (e.g., via rdfs.seeAlso, rdfs.comment, or other defined annotations) with their
respective provenance ids. With the provenance id we mean the first column of Table 1. If a
user wants to retrieve the provenance of a specific sub-KG or a term (subject, predicate,
or object), we can lookup for its provenance data via the reference of the sub-KG. The
association is of type “no-coupling” according to [PRSA18]. The associated provenance
data can be stored in different formats such as JSON, XML, or turtle (an RDF KG relying
on the PROV-O ontology (see next section)). In this approach, provenance data is stored in
the relational database and can be exported in different formats.

4 Implementation

We have partially tested our provenance management framework in the iKNOW project
(https://planthub.idiv.de/iknow/), which is distributed under an open-source license in
https://github.com/fusion-jena/iKNOW. iKNOW [Ba21] is a planned semantic-based
toolbox for Knowledge Graph creation and evolution in the biodiversity domain. For the
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Tab. 1: Provenance data about the KG generation process in the web portal.

Project RefTo ProvenanceKey Name Sub-KG Record

001 NameA 𝑒𝑥 : 𝐺1
[[(phase,“1”), (input,“file12”), (tool,“ToolA”), (output,“file33”),(config,“arg1”)]
[(phase,“2”), (input,“file33”), (tool,“ToolD”), (output,“file53”),(config,“arg3”)]
[(phase,“3”), (input,“file53”), (tool,“ToolB”), (output,“file22”),(config,“arg6”)]]

002 NameB 𝑒𝑥 : 𝐺2

[[(phase,“1”), (input,“file10”), (tool,“ToolC”), (output,“file44”),(config,“arg1”)]
[(phase,“2”), (input,“file44”), (tool,“ToolE”), (output,“file42”),(config,“arg4”)]
[(phase,“3”), (input,“file42”), (tool,“ToolG”), (output,“file12”),(config,“arg5”)]
[(phase,“4”), (input,“file12”), (tool,“ToolF”), (output,“file68”),(config,“arg8”)]]

Fig. 2: Provenance Management GUI.

backend, we used the Python web framework Django (www.djangoproject.com/). For
building user interfaces on the frontend, we used Svelte (https://svelte.dev/). We
used Docker (www.docker.com/) to encapsulate the different pieces of software that are
- or will be - implemented on our server. A Docker container packages up code and
all associated dependencies. This prevents dependency issues and provides an isolated
runtime environment that can be used to serve all kinds of tasks. We used Postgresql
(www.postgresql.org/) for saving data of the portal functionalities along with provenance
data, and Blazegraph DB (www.blazegraph.com/) for storing and accessing KGs. We
currently implemented the second approach of provenance association.

5 Provenance Applications

Figure 2 shows the GUI of provenance management. Our provenance framework can support
four different applications (see 4 in Figure 1):

1. Reproducibility. A reproducible KG can increase trust in the information provided and
support open science. Reproducibility of a KG is the capability of getting the same KG by
recreating or reproducing the KG. Reproducing the KG in our framework can be done by
automatically running a pre-existing workflow of a sub-KG with the goal of reproducing
the same KG. Through our GUI, the user can select one of the existing workflows and
run the whole process. After executing the workflow, the resulting KG can be downloaded

A Provenance Management Framework for Knowledge Graph Generation in a Web Portal
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separately. We also show the original version of the KG, so that the user can compare their
triples and metadata (such as the number of triples).

2. Altered rerun. Let us consider this scenario, where a user wants to generate a new KG
based on one of the existing workflows𝑊 of a pre-generated KG while possibly changing
tools, configurations, or even the source data. To achieve this, we let the user select one of
the existing workflows (see Figure 3), make the desired changes on that (such as selecting
other tools or changing the tool’s configuration), and then run the workflow over the same
or another source data. The main advantage here is the possibility of generating a new KG
automatically with an already known workflow𝑊 . This provides user convenience. In the
end, we save this altered workflow as a new workflow in our portal.

3. Undo operation. Let us consider a user is in the process of generating a new sub-KG
wanting to undo one or multiple tool executions. In this scenario, we let the user roll back one
or several executed tool(s). Upon this action, the provenance data will be updated accordingly.
Some additional implementation details (e.g., deleting files, or making provenance data and
files consistent in the database) have to be considered to ensure the safety of the operation.
This application is implemented in the Knowledge Graph generation scenario (see Figure 5).

4. Provenance retrieval. Retrieving provenance data is important for a user to view the
data and understand how tools were executed during KG generation. Through our GUI
(see Figure 4, top) users can select which sub-KG they want to retrieve provenance data.
They can also retrieve the provenance data of a specific term. The system first search on
which sub-KG the term exists. It then shows the list of sub-KGs to the user. Then, the user
can select one of the sub-KG to see its provenance data. Figure 4, down, shows the result
of provenance retrieval. The user can observe who, when and how the sub-KG is built.
We currently offer the possibility to download provenance data of a sub-KG as a JSON.
Moreover, our provenance data is mapped to the popular, standardized PROV-Ontology and
can be downloaded in any RDF Syntax. We plan to provide downloading provenance data as
a Turtle file, mapped to PROV-Ontology. A workflow can be mapped to the PROV-Ontology,
considering the following rules:

• Every provenance data of each phase of KG generation gets a URI and becomes a
prov:Activity.

• Every data object and configuration of a tool gets a URI according to its reference
and becomes a prov:Entity.

• Every tool gets a URI according to its reference and becomes a prov:Agent.

• For every phase (provenance data of each phase), there is a triple with the URI of the
phase as the subject, prov:wasAssociatedWith as the predicate and the URI of the
tool as the object

• For every phase, there is a triple with the URI of the phase as the subject, prov:used
as the predicate and the URI of the input data object as the object
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Fig. 3: The GUI of altered rerun scenario.
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Fig. 4: Top: Users select which term or sub-KG they want to retrieve the provenance; Down: It shows
the result of provenance retrieval.
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Fig. 5: Undo operation in the Knowledge Graph generation process.

• For every output data object there is a triple with the URI of the output data object
as the subject, prov:wasGeneratedBy as the predicate and the URI of the according
phase as the object

• The configuration gets a URI according to the index of the phase and becomes a
prov:Entity. For every key-value pair in the configuration, a new triple can be created
with the URI of the configuration as the subject.

• To show that the configuration is used in the phase, a triple <ex:phase_i prov:used
ex:config_i> is generated.

• Additionally, the triple <ex:output prov:wasDerivedFrom ex:input> can be
generated to show that the output data object was derived from the input data
object.

Listing 2 shows an example of a phase in PROV format in the turtle syntax. The URIs
of phase, tool, configuration, input, and output data objects are simplified to ex:phase_i,
ex:tool, ex:config_i, ex:input_i, and ex:output_i, respectively. The URI of a tool
ex:tool does not need an index, because we always have a finite set of known tools and no
new tools get generated during tool execution. For every other subject, the URIs can be
individualized e.g., by appending the index of phase i. For every following phase, the URI
of the last output data object ex:output_i can be used without generating a new URI e.g.,

A Provenance Management Framework for Knowledge Graph Generation in a Web Portal
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ex:input_i+1. In general, the URIs of data objects do not necessarily have to contain the
terms input or output. This is just for explanatory purposes. It is only important that these
URIs are unique.

ex:tool a prov:Agent .

ex:config_i a prov:Entity .

ex:phase_i a prov:Activity ;

prov:used ex:input ;

prov:wasAssociatedWith ex:tool ;

prov:used ex:config_i .

ex:input_i a prov:Entity .

ex:output_i a prov:Entity ;

prov:wasGeneratedBy ex:phase_i ;

prov:wasDerivedFrom ex:input .

List. 2: Example of a phase in PROV format and the turtle syntax.

6 Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we provided the core concept and design of a framework to capture, store
and retrieve provenance data of KG generation in a web portal and show an environment
capable of provenance management. We presented four different applications to show the
benefit of our proposed framework. However, the experimental test over this framework
via a user study stays for our future work. Another future plan is extending the provenance
capture and storage for tools with special requirements outside of our definition. This can
involve e.g., multiple inputs and outputs of a tool. A possible solution to retrieve provenance
data more efficiently and to enable retrieving triples based on the provenance data of the
KG they belong to, can be achieved by saving provenance data in the same location as the
KG is. In this way, a single query on the knowledge base can be issued, that filters results
accordingly. Thus, we will handle this issue in our future work, too.
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